Anula Primary School & Educational Speech Pathology & Therapy Services are proud to host two showcase events with Keynote speaker

Dr Roslyn Neilson
Author of the Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test (spat)

About our Speaker

Dr Roslyn Neilson is a Private Speech-Language Pathologist, specialising in children with reading difficulties. She completed a Ph.D. in 1998 at the University of Wollongong on the topic of Phonological Awareness and Word Recognition Skills in Children with Reading Difficulties. She runs a private clinical practice, has worked in local schools and schools in remote Indigenous communities, provides university lectures and professional in-services, and devotes time to research. This research has involved the development of several phonological awareness assessment tools, including the Sutherland Phonological Awareness Test-Revised (SPAT-R) and the School Entry Alphabetic and Phonological Awareness Readiness Test (SEAPART).

HOW TO BOOK

PLEASE COMPLETE THE FINAL PAGE BOOKING FORM AND EMAIL OR FAX TO THE ANULA PRIMARY SCHOOL

EMAIL: anula.admin@ntschools.net

FAX: 08 8927 4561
PHONE: 08 8927 9477
Wed 2nd April 2014: Dinner Presentation 6pm

Topic: Speech Difficulties and Literacy: The Good, the Bad and the Fuzzy.

If children aren’t pronouncing words clearly, does this affect their reading? The answer is that it depends on the kinds of errors that children are making. This discussion will outline the kinds of speech patterns that teachers can be on the lookout for in the classroom, and will present some suggestions about what teachers might do when a child’s speech doesn’t sound right – suggestions for supporting literacy learning as well as speech.

VENUE: Rydges Darwin Airport Resort
TIME: 6pm registration for 6.30pm start
COST: $80 per person

Includes two course meal.

Thursday 3rd April: Morning presentation: Anula Primary School. 8.15-11.30am.

Topic: ESP&TS in action in real classrooms

Teachers may elect to attend the full day or the half day pm event on Thursday 3rd April. The cost is the same whether delegates attend the full or half day event.

The morning segment of the Thursday presentations will allow Teachers to see the classroom impact of Educational speech pathology & therapy services in action!

8.15 – 8.30 Registration and Introduction to where lessons are and lesson content

8.30 – 9.00 Concurrent Speech Pathology & Occupational Therapy lessons in classrooms

9.00 – 9.30 Debrief of lessons in separate locations

9.30 – 10.00 Repeat of Concurrent Speech Pathology & Occupational Therapy lessons in classrooms (delegates swap lessons)

10.00 - Debrief of lessons in separate locations
10.30 Morning Tea provided
11.00
11.00 – LANDMARK EVENT
11.30 Official release of the “SEAPART”
School Entry Alphabetic and Phonological Awareness Readiness Test (SEAPART).

11.30-12-30 Lunch break - Teachers to get own lunch and to move to CDU

VENUE: Anula Primary School
TIME: 8.15-11.30am
COST: $80 per person for full or half day event

Thursday 3rd April: Afternoon presentation: Multicultural Room International House. CDU 12.30-4pm.

Topic: Educational Speech Pathology & Therapy Services EXPO

Dr Roslyn Neilson’s presentation will form part of the 2014 Educational Speech Pathology & Therapy Services Expo. Participants will have the opportunity to learn more about the speech pathology, occupational therapy and teacher professional learning events offered through ESP&TS! Dr Neilson’s presentation will be followed by a Q&A panel. Pre reading will be supplied to participants attending the Thursday event.

Topic: Literacy Difficulties: Getting the Phon back into Phonics.

When children struggle to learn to recognise and spell words, their problem typically involves not a visual difficulty, but rather some weakness at the level of phonological processing. The weaknesses may be subtle, and it is very easy to take it for granted that children have the relevant skills that support learning to master the alphabetic code. This workshop will explore aspects of phonological processing that are relevant in the context of learning to read and spell. Guidelines will be provided for assessing the skills, and for supporting children who are finding the task difficult, using teaching strategies that can complement any reading program.

VENUE: Multicultural room International House,
Charles Darwin University
TIME: 12.30 to 4pm
COST: $80 per person for full or half day event

Pre-readings will be emailed prior to event.
## Booking Form:

**NAME OF CONTACT PERSON:**

**NAME OF ORGANISATION:**

**EMAIL CONTACT:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAMES OF DELEGATES</th>
<th>Wednesday 2(^{nd}) April Dinner only</th>
<th>Thursday 3(^{rd}) April Full day event</th>
<th>Thursday 3(^{rd}) April pm Half day event</th>
<th>Payment Total</th>
</tr>
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</table>

**PAYMENT OPTIONS:** Cash, Cheque, EFTPOS

**CHEQUE MADE OUT TO:** Anula Primary School

**IF ATTENDING THE DINNER PLEASE INDICATE IF THERE ARE ANY SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS.**